
ENERGY STAR® is sponsored 
by  the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency and the 
U.S. Department of Energy.

YOUR HOME CAN CAUSE TWICE AS 
MANY GREENHOUSE GASES AS A CAR.

ENERGY STAR® is sponsored 
by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency and the 
U.S. Department of Energy.

air purifier
It’s simple. Look for the

ENERGY STAR® to reduce
your home energy use.

To learn more, go to 
energystar.gov.

OPTIONS “40 IN 4”
Win ratio consistent near 80% for 10th year.
Now you can choose “Op40” as a team with:

“SPP”: SELL PRICE PREDICTOR

➤ Objective: +40% gain or more, within 4 days

➤ Homework: 10 to 20 minutes afer the close

➤ Data needed: S&P 100 index options prices only

➤ Signal Logic: Plain math gives you your next
day’s Trading Edge value, which controls the
profit outlook

➤ Boost “Slow Starters” to Gains: “SPP” formula
tells you at the end of your first day the %
rebound to hold for, and how long (maximum
three days).

KVS Inc., our 36th year. Modest one-time fee.
See results by fax, mail or email:

op40email@aol.com

800-334-0411 ext. 12-S
From outside USA: 828-692-3401
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When it comes to providing unique
products, eager to please service, and top
quality leads we have no equals! We are
Vision L.P., ranked within the top 30 largest
FCMs, and one of the largest providers
of IB services in America! We offer:

• Some of the highest payouts 
in the industry. 

• Reliable, cutting edge Internet 
trading platforms.

• Top ranked trading systems, & 
managed accounts.

• An arsenal of broker assisted aides.
• Free Hightower Research
• Free Famous trading hotlines, and 

commodity trading newsletters
• Ability to transact both futures and 

stock business. 
• Fresh high quality advertised leads

Ask for our free IB Information kit, 
detailing our benefits and services. 

Call Josh Lewis, 212-859-0314,
or e-mail josh@tradewithvision.com

Existing IBs & Start-Ups
Unlimited Earning Potential 

Best Quality Leads & Products!

 E-Mini Russell 2000 Trading System
1,624% return since 1999 (87,089 per contract)
Avg Win ($1,260) is 365% larger than Avg Loss.
Completely Mechanical System – No subjectivity
402-964-9042 or  rct0885@aol.com

www.investmentresearch.biz

What about commercial systems?
The same goes for buying most com-

mercial systems. Not all, but 95% of the
systems out there are ripoffs. They’re
mostly systems that used to work and
once they stopped, someone decided to
sell them using the historical track record
to make a profit. Very rarely do any of
them work when purchased. A few have
a germ of an idea that does work, maybe
not as is, but you can tweak them. My
suggestion is that you roll your own.

There are a lot of inefficiencies in the
markets, although most are hard to find. If
you want to get started, read some books!
With anything you trade, across the board,
whatever it is and however you trade it,
you have to backtest it somehow, prefer-
ably with some objective software, and do †See Traders’ Glossary for definition S&C

live paper-trading. Don’t start in with lots
of contracts. Paper-trade it with one con-
tract or 100 shares, and get the feel of it for
several months. You want to take a num-
ber of small trades, so you can see how it
behaves, how it looks, and how it holds up
in the market — not to mention develop
your skill as a trader. This is critical.
That’s how you prevent catastrophe.

The same goes for daytrading. People
say it’s dangerous, but it’s less so than
other kinds of trading. Daytrading is
dangerous only when traders place ex-
cessively large bets as many do, buying
50,000 or 100,000 shares at a clip when
they should be buying 1,000 or 2,000
instead. If they initially traded small
amounts until they got the feel of it, they
could go on trading for years and not

blow their account. In the meantime,
they’d get better at trading, develop
their skills, and their account size would
probably grow. Then they could in-
crease the size of their trades when they
see that something is working consis-
tently. That’s one of the secrets to stay-
ing alive as a trader: Don’t try to trade
big. Trade small, but frequently.

Thank you, Jeff.
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